Transports in Spend Performance
Management
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Introduction
Spend Performance Management (SPM) application cont ains wide array of content including B I objects, UI
reports, Configuration, Extractors etc. In many customer landscapes these objects are generally created only
in Dev box and then transported to Quality and Production. Due to the wide variety of cont ent there is no
single process to transport everything but different options for each one. This A rticle tries to explain the
different transport options available for eac h type. These object types will be covered in following section:
UI content (in 20 and 21) – Reports, Dashboard, Application Properties etc.
Extractors
Extractor customizing settings
BI objects – InfoProviders, Queries, Transformations etc.
Data Management customizing settings – Templates, Global variables etc.

UI Content transport
UI content here refers to the reporting content created in SPM UI. This includes but not restricted to UI
reports, Dashboard, Application Properties etc. Content transport has different proc ess for releases 20 and
2.1. For all other objects the steps are same for both the releases.
Content Transport in SPM 2.1
Program OPM_PS _TRA NSPORT can be used to transport content. This program has three input
parameters:
REQUEST: The transport request number
ROLE: All the content for which this role has authorization will be transported.
GUID: Starting SP05 this program has a third parameter GUID which can be used to transport a
single node.
Please note that in a single program run either ROLE based or GUID based transport can be done but not
together.
Trans port using GUID
To identify the GUID for a particular node you can run the FM OPM_PS _GE T_NODES_ME TA DA TA. For
example if you are trying to transport the public folder, perform following steps:
1. Run the FM OPM_PS_GE T_NODES_ME TA DA TA with IV_NODE_PA TH = ‘X’ and IV_IS_A LL = ‘X’
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2.

Identify the folder which need to be transported(/public in this example) and copy the corres ponding
GUID.

3.

Execute the transport program with this GUID

4.

Trans port the request from SE09.

Trans porting using roles
5. Identify the role for which the objects need to be transported. Some commonly used roles are
a. SAP_XA_A DMINIS TRA TOR : To transport all the content. You can also use some role
assigned to a group if you just want to transport the content of a single group.
6. Run the trans port program with that role.

7.

Release the transport request.

Note: Before transport please verify if following entries are available in the table OPMFW_CTO.
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If not add these entries before running the transport program.
Content Transport in 2.0
You can use the program OPM_TRA NSPORT to transport content in 20. This program takes as input a tree
name and request name.
In the Tree name you can select the SAP delivered tree SSA or any custom tree.

Note 1: Before transport please verify if following entries are available in the table OPMFW_CTO.

If not add these entries before running the transport program.
Note 2: It has been noticed in some cases that after transport some of the folder to report links are lost and need to be
recreated by going into organize content. Please verify this after transport and if needed recreate the links.
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Extractor transports
Transporting Extractors/metadata
a. SPM supports two ways for transporting extractors across system.
b. Trans port Metadata and generate objects independently(Recommended) : In this approach
only the extractor metadata is transported across system and the actual objects like Function
Modules, Data Sources etc are generat ed independently in each system. For transporting
metadat a you can use the program Z_SA_TRA NSPORT or transaction Z_SA _TRA NS. The
specific steps for this approach are included in the extractor configuration doc (Section 1.10)
which is available as part of central extractor note 1239883.
c. In case it is not possible to generate the objects independently in all the systems as might be
the case due to system restriction it is possible to collect all the generated objects directly in
the transport request and transport them. Following is the list of objects which need to be
collected for eac h extractor:
d. Function Group, can be seen in the extractor

e.

2 Function module : One for actual extractor and one wrapper for datasource, can be seen in
extractor (_DS)
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f.
g.

Data Source (Z_SADS<project name + object name>)
Extract Structure (ZE XTR<project name + object name>)

h.

Data elements and domains in some cases ( If there is any special coding and a base data
type is given for that field(Like Char or NUMC) and not a table field)
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Please note that this mechanism will not transport the metadata itself so if the latest
metadat a should also be visible in Q/Prod system then please transport it independently by
following the steps listed in 1.
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Transporting Customizing data
Following Customizing tables are used in SPM extractors:
a. ZSA_GLSPLIT : Split Spend into Tax, Freight etc
b. ZSA_D_FLDVAL Exclusion Table
c. ZSA_FFCUS TTABL : Table for flat file customizing
The entries from these tables can directly be added to a transport request if transport is required for these.

1. BW Object transports
For BW objects like infoproviders, trans formations, queries etc SPM uses the standard BW transport
mechanism. Please refer to the BW document ation for the details. BW documentation on this can be found
at http://help.sap.com/SAPhelp_nw70/ helpdata/en/0b/ 5ee7377a98c17fe10000009b38f842/content.htm
The content which needs to be transported will depend on which objects are modified at customer location.
In case all of the SPM objects needs to be transported following steps can be us ed to identify the complete
list.
1. Ensure that the step 4 of activating BW content in installation guide has been performed.

This will create the content ent ries in the table RS XSA_CONT_OBJ
2. Go to the table RS XSA_CONT_OB J and collect all the entries listed there for trans port. The field
GROUP ING can be used to identify what grouping option should be used for each object.

Data Management transport
Currently there is no program to transport data management ent ries. Generally these objects are
independently in all the systems since they are dependent on system specific properties like Server path,
source system connected and data. However, if required, some of thes e can directly be transported by
adding table entries to a request. Following are the relevant tables for different data management objects
1. Templat es: RS XA TAMPLA TE, RS XA TAMP LA TE T, RS XA FIE LDMAP
2. Upload Types: OPMDM_TYPES, OPMDM_TYPES T
3. Validation Rules: OPMDM_VA LI_RULE
4. Global File Parameters: RS XAFILES _GLOBAL
5. Global Settings (File Path, Global Currency etc): RS XAADMIN
6. Systems: OPMDM_SYSTEM
7. Upload Cycle : OPM_CYCLE
8. Data Sources configuration : OPM_SOURCES
9. Conc atenation settings : OPMDM_TYPES _KEY
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Related Content
http://www.sdn.sap.com/irj/scn/weblogs?blog=/pub/ wlg/19765
http://wiki.sdn.sap.com/wiki/display/CPM/FAQ+-+Data+Extraction+for+Spend+Performance+Management
http://weblogs.sdn.sap.com/pub/wlg/19833
http://www.sdn.sap.com/irj/scn/index?rid=/library/uuid/d0e51ed5-ee3e-2d10-53b8-f2ef66032843
For more information, visit the Enterprise Performance Management homepage.
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